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ABSTRACT
\VPr~port prelin~nary rwults of an Investigation of the thermodynamic prop

Prtles of the extended H’Jbbard model In on~dimension, calculated with the
world-line \lontc (’arlo method described by Hirsch et al. With strictly continu-
,Jlls world- iinea, we arc able to measure the expectation of operators that conserve
frrrruon number locally, such u the m-iergy and (spatial) occupation number. By
prrmlttmg the world -linee to be “broken” stochastically, we may also meaaure

the ~xpectatlon of operators that conserve fermlon number only globally, such
as the slnglepartlcle Green’s functlort, For a 32 sl’e lattice we present prelimi-
:1ary calculations of the average electron occupancy aa a function of wavenumber
when [’ = 4, k’ =0 and J= 16, For a half-filled band we find no indication
If a Ferrm surface Sllghtly away from haif-filling, we find Fermi-mrfac*like
hohavlor similar to that found m other numerical investigations.

1. Introduction

[n recent years there has been considerable t heoreticd and exp~ dental
Irltvrest in t }M properties of quasi-one-dimensional materials.l These materials
I*Y\llllit ;~ wl(ie ~pectrurnof interesting phenomena including high conductivity at

lllqh tc’rnp?’ratures, t .ransit ions to irlsu!at ing st atm at Iow temperatures, the for-
[tliit I(m I)f lharge and spin density waves, the existence of superconducti~lty, and
*IAP;i~)~)?;utrmc~ of a Peicrls distortion, In general, these materials have narrow
~.{)Iltiurt Ion })ands, indicating the importance of the Coulomb interaction be-
twwn the ~lectrons, In addjtion, however, the existence of structural distortions
lrl(iic~tes the impo~ance of the interaction. between the electrons and phononn,

\fiul~ of the pro~erties resulting from ●kctron.phonon interactions can be
1111)11~’Uetil~y th~’ Jloleculnr Crystal ( \!C)2 tm~d the Su-Wrieffer.Heeger (SSH)J



Hamiltonians. These models differ in the maaner in which the phonons are
coupled to the electrons and the types of motions that the phonons are allowed.
Both models. however. treat the electrons as free- pwticles that hop from site to
site. On t.le other hand, when phonon effects are absent, the consequences of
interactions among the electrons in these materials arc typically studied via the
rxtended Hubbard Harniltcmian

where c/a is the creation operator for an electron of spin a in the molecular orbital
at site i, nia is the occupation number operator for this state, ni = xc nic is
operator giving the total number of electrons in this state. The values of the
parameters t, [7, and V determine the different physical behavior inherent in
the model: t is the trrmsfer integral between nearest-neighbor sites, L: is the
interaction between two electrons on the same site, and V is the interaction
between electrons on neighhonng sites. The first term would by itself give rise
to a tight-binding band of width 4t.

Our objective is to use quantum simulation methods to study the physi-
crd properties of quasi-one-dimensional materials in which electron-electron and
elect ron-phonon interactions Me both present. Such models are now often re-
ferred to as “Peierls-Hubbard” models and involve either the MC or SSH Hamil-
tonians supplemented by the [J and \‘ terms of the extended Hubbard models
(and in some cases by longer-ranged interactions). AS a &t step towards thig

end. we are building the computational methods to study the properties of the
Pxtended Hubbard .nmdel with the world-line Monte Carlo method.4 Previously,
Hirsch ct aL5 successfully used this method to study (1). We are following many
of their algorithmic details: however, we are attemping to exploit many of the
inherent parallel features of the algorithm and to implement the method on a

mmsively parallel computer, the CM2. By doing this we hope to simulate sytema
IIp to 512 lattices sites and to achieve inverse temperature M high M d = lfiO. If
wlccessful, we will be able to study, and most likely eliminnte, iinite-size eflects in
(nlr results and also be able to stlldy both zero and finite t~mperature properties.

This paper ig a progrw report of our activities. In the next section we
will slcetch the algorithm and indicate where t,he major parel,lelkns lie, For
;dgorithmic rletails the reader should consult Ref. 5 , In the third section, we
will pre=nt reau,lts of calulatiom of < n(k) > for Eq. (1) when V = O (the

H\lbbtud model). .At low temperatures these results s~m to show Fermi-suAce-
Ilke behavior in < U(k) > when the band is slightly Ieaa than half-filled. In the
lilSt s<ction, we summarize our result9,



2. Method

The b=ic idea behind the world-!ine method4 is to re-expresq the partition
functicn as a path- integmd and then to use a Monte Carlo procedure to perform
the integration.

2. i Zhe Path Integral and Checkerboard Breakup

.+s a path integral the partition function is5

where

and

H= Hl+H2 (3)

In (2). the intermediate set of states are those with definite ●lect:on occup~tion
at i=ach lattice site,

Wit h these equations we accomplish several things. First, by expressing
the exponent ial oft he Hamiltonian as a sequence of product e of similar exponen-
tlals, we have introduce a small parameter Ar = $/L into the problem which will
enable us to approximate the exponential accurately. We can interpret this se-
quence aa time steps by which the electrons propagate and distribute themselves
through the \arioua lattice ~itea. The different states in the partition function
sum (2) are simply all poacible ways of distributing the electrons on the lattice
sites at each time slice, For a @ven spin, the world-lines are the lines that conncrt
rhe occvlpied stwes M the electrons propagate through imaginary time. Next,
thP split of the Hamiltcm.ian into a sum over odd and a sum of even sit-, Eqs. (3)
and ( 4), allowa us to view this space-time grid PS a checkerboard, such M the
(me Illustrated in Fig. 1. The shaded squares are regions in which the electrono
Illtwacti

The wlm over statea in the partition function is ●valuated by the Monte
Carlo importance sampling technique. Because the individual contributions l?~,l+ 1



n

Fig. 1 The checkerboard representation of the space-time grid for ●lectrons

of a given spin. The shaded squares are where the electrons Interact. The heavy

black lines are the world-lines of a single electron,

to the Htiltonian locally conserve electron occupation nlxnber, the allowed
.vlonte CU1O moves have the simple graphical representation shown in Fig, 2.
The allowed moves are performed only at unshackd squares and consist of shift-
ing n piece of the world-line from one side of the square to the other. The moves
are accepted or rejected according to the heat-bath Monte Carlo algorithm. Since
these moves require knowing only the occupancy of a given site and a few of its
neighboring sites, it is possible to do the Monte Carlc update on one-quuter of
unshaded sites in parallel.

2.2 The Trotter Breakup

To approximate the exponential of the Hamilton.ian, we write

where

H~i+l = ‘t(c\a~I+l,u + Cj+l,ucid)

Vl,~+l = (6)Un,ln,l + vni~l+l

This approximation. accurate to order Jr”, is of higher order than the one used
by Himch et af.5 Its symmetric form is convenient when the spatial boundary
conditions are periodic.



Fig. 2 An example on an allowed local change in an ●lectron’s world-line,

The solid line shows the world-line before the move, and the dashed line, after
the move.

2.9 Mewurements

In making measurements, we need to distinguish two cases: om where
the operators, iike the energy. cument, occupancy, etc., locally conseme electron
occupation, mnd another where the opera?cws, like those in the definition of the
Green’s function, only conserve electron occupation globelly.

For the locally conserving c-, the world-lines are continous. The \lonte
Csrlo procedure described above generates a sequence of configurations {z ~, . . . , i2L }
such that the probability of a particular configuration is

P(il,. ..,l2~)=

where

For m operator .4 = .41 + .42 that has a similar breakup aa M, we can write

<.4>= Tr.4(C”1C”2)L/Z

T,) conlpllt~rhe ●xpectation value with ! his measurement procedure, we simply
[Compute the necessary matrix elements for ~’ach cmtfiguration and average in the
IMual munner.

For rhe mwwurrment of opmntors that only conservr elect mn number
~lobally, r.he situation 1~more mmplicatrwl, and we must allow discontinuities or



“breaks” in the world lines. .4s ian example. consider the single-particle Gr~n’s
function

g(k–]1=

=

where

P(i\, il
< i~~Ullil > ..” < i2LlLr21iI>

, . . ..i2L)=
~t\,il,....i-L < ‘jl”llil > “““ < ia~l~a]i~ >.

(9)

(lo)

The Monte Carlo procedure generates a sequence of conllgurationa {ii, i 1, . . . . ia~ }
with probability P(II, il. . . . . i~~). For each configunkon two matrix elernenta
are computed. These are averaged over all configuration, and their ratio is the
Green’s function. For other non-local operatom, the meamrerne nt procea9 is sim-
ilar, but the mcumer in which the world Iinea must be allowed to break depends
cm the operator whose expect at ion is being meaaured.

3. Results

X1ost of our eifort c-date has heed concerned with code development,
\Ve have working codes for the cent inuous and broken world-line methods for
such seria! and vector computers as the Sun-4, Multitiw Tkue, and Gay X-MP.

For the CM2 computer, we have a working version of the continuous world-line
code. On the Sun and CM2 computers, we are able to display the changing
ronfigurat ions of world-linen in red-time, using differentcolors to represent the
fiifemnt occupancies Md spins. We have found this visualization capability useful
in debuggi n~ :he codes and developing u deeper appreciation of the behwior of
rhe nlqorl thrs,.

[n rh~, ,:ontinuoua world-line calculating, we are measuring the energy,
rk rlmrrnt, the +patml occupancy and qpin, and spin-denait y, charge-density,
:iml Imnd-( Aer t-orrelat ion fum t ions. In our ;~roken world-line calculations, we
[neasure the Greeu”s function (9) from which we can obtain the electron occu-
Imni-y< n(k) >, Our initial remdt~, obtainw with our broken world-line code,
nre shGwn in Fig. 3,

In rhe left rOIUIZLII of this figure, the aver,age electron occupancy is com-
pared Ihe the rxact remdt, shown as solid line, for a system of non-interacting
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Fig. 3 The electron occupation number M function of k for a 32 site ●xtended
IIubbard model, On the left u the free-ektron cue for three difierent band
tillings. On the right is M interuting electron caee where U = 4 and V = 0

dectmns ( Lr = O and V = 0), The results are shown for three difierent band-

tilling~ (p = 1, 30/32 and 28/32) of a 32 site lattice, and in each c- there are
tin ~qual number of spin-up and spin-down elect rcm. The inverse :emperat ure
.j = 16 is quite low, and as a consequence one ●aaily sees a sharp fall in the occu-



panty from 2 to Oin the vicinity of k s kF. The sudden fall-off is indicative of the
Fermi surface that exists in the ground-state, and the close agreement between
the simulation and the exact result underscores the ability of the simulation to
reproduce this physical feat ure.

In the ground-state, the p = 1 and p = .~8/32 cases represent a “open sheU”
of electron occupancy, and the Fermi energy is the energy of the highest occupied
state. On the other hand, the p = 30/32 case is a “closed shell” situation, so
there is an energy gap of approximately 4tr/ L ~ 0.39 and the Fermi energy lies
in this gap. This gap is large compared to values of J-1 at which we and others
have done our simulations. As a consequence, it takes only two values of k for
the occupancy to fall from 2 to O, where in the other two cases it takes 3 values
of k. Hence the “closed shell” case appears to have a more well-defied Fermi
surface than the “open shell” case. This enhancement is an artifact of the finite
size of the calculation.

In the right column of Fig. 3 are results from simldations for the same
cases as in the left column but with U = 4. For half-filling the fall-off in the
occupancy as a function of k is gradual M is expected for what is believed to
be an insulating anti- femomagnet state. 6 For the p = 30/32 case, the fall-off is

98/32 case it is more gradual, but not as gradual M thesharper. For the p = .
half-611ed case. For comparison, the exact result for the non-interacting case is
shown again as solid line.

The sharp fall-oR at p = 30/32 haz lead Sorella et U1.7 to suggest that
even a small amount of doping horn half-611ing destroys the imulating phase of
the ground-state and replaces it with a Fermi-ii uid state. ‘rhis suggestion haa

irecently been questioned by Bourbonnais et al. . By a different method than
the present one and the one used by Sorella et al., they performed simulations,
whose results em to support the suggestion of Sorella et d., but on the basis
of renormahzation group calculations, they argue that the apparent disconunity
at kF is a fitc size effect that will slowly disappear with increasing system
size. The finitesize effect mentioned above for the non-interacting syetem was
concerned with the graininess that finite sizes produce and with the conzequencea
this graineas causes as a function of 611ing. We remark that at p = 28/32 the
exsi~tence of a discontinuity in the occupancy is leaa obvious than at p = 30/32.
We also note that a 30 site lattice would be a “clod shell” came at half-filling.
\Ve plan to calculate this CM in the near future for various Ellingz to see how the
pattern of apparent discontinuitiea changen with the “opennezs” or “cloeednesa”
t~felectron occupancy in the ground state.

The cskulations presented here were done on a Sun-4 workstation with
(“ode writ ten in C. For each calculation we perfommd ( 1024)2 Monte Carlo sweeps.
The configuration produced after every fourth weep waa uzed for a measurement.
The meuurements were placed into 256 bins, each with 1024 values. Our average
~dmz are the average of the bin averagea. Our ●rror estixnateu are the sample
variance of the bin averagea.



For the broken world-line method, each Monte CWIO sweep produces only
one value of g(j - k). At the end of the sweep, the break in the world-line generally
movt33 to a new due of j – k. For the number of sweeps used, we found that
we could accumulate me~urements of g(j – k ) nearly evenly distributed over all
possilble values of j - k. Thus, to achieve statistics for g(j – k) comparable to

those for quantities measurable by the continuous world-line method, we I:ave to
generate N times the number of configurate ions. l~hereaq the computati~c time
for the continuous world-line method scales as L.V on a serial computer , the

computation time for the broken world-line method scales as Liv2.

4. Concluding Remarks

We have pr~ented a report of o~w activities to develop the quantum sim-
ulation capibilites needed to study the properties of quasi-one-dimensional sys-
tems. Our present emphasis has been cn implementing the world-line quantum
?vlonteCarlo method for the extended Hubbard model with special emphasis on
implementing the method on a massively parallel computer to achieve lax ger lat-
tice sizes and lower temperatures than e=ily obtained on other computers. The
obvious source of parallelism in the world-line method is the independence of
the Monte Carlo update for a quarter of the space-time sites. Other sources of
parallelism are less obvious and related to ways of storing information, particu-
larly look-up tables, to reduce inter-processor communication. The checkerboard
parallelism will also promote vectonzation of the world-line method. We are not
at this time planning to benchmark the aglonthrn on different computers. The
parallel computer we are using has real-time graphics capabilities that we find
useful. These capabilities do not cuxrently exist for ~-ector computers such - 0
Cray.

We have also presented calculations of < n(k) > for U = O and 4 when
V = O fx thre differentband 611ings. For the U = Ocaae we obeerved the thermal
rounding of the occupancy aa a fmction of k at a fairly low temperatu.m. When
a reasonably strong on-site Coulomb interaction waa present, we obsexwed clear
indications of an insulating ~tate at half-filling and Fermi-surface-like behavior
in < n(k) > for k = kF when the band is slightly less than half-filled. We ak
observed how the sharpn~ of this feature can be influenced by the bite size
of the lattice, Th~ reaulte are p~lim.inary. Studies for other lattice sizes and
lower tempera.tums are underway.
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